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Featuring: Stig Pallesen and Raymond Sterten.
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Figure 01. Old Chemistry Building. Film still, The Death of the Chemist. Anna Ulrikke
Andersen, 2016.

The Death of the Chemist (2016) is an essay film
based around a visit to Gamle Kjemi, NTNU (1910)
and Hovedbygningen, NTNU (1910) with myself and
caretakers Stig Pallesen and Raymond Sterten. Shot
with a Blackmagic Cinema Camera, the footage is
of the building Gamle Kjemi, NTNU (1910), played
back in 50% of normal speed. The sound, recorded
with two wireless Philips Radio-Microphones
connected to a Zoom H4n Recorder, captures the
conversation between myself and the caretakers
exploring the buildings and archival material. Sound
and image is separated throughout the film. Language: Norwegian. Subtitles: English.
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ABSTRACT
This article, consisting of a written essay and an
essay-film, considers a specific site: a staircase in
a university building in Norway where a chemist
died falling through a window in 1926. His son was
Christian Norberg-Schulz: widely renowned for
his development of phenomenology into the field
of architecture. Whereas his authorship has been
widely discussed, the story about his father has been
rather overlooked. The theorist’s musical talents and
use of sound in his writing as well as his presence
on films remains undiscussed. I engage with the site
at hand through site-visits and archival research, as
I outline Norberg-Schulz’s thinking on sound, place,
and architecture, framed through the story of his
father’s death experienced by ear-witnesses only. My
essay film The Death of the Chemist (2016) follows
the process of finding exactly where the accident took
place 90 years prior. As I visit the building with its
caretaker, I consciously separate the sounds with their
corresponding images. The written essay form leaps
between different references and fields, asking how
the separation of sound and image in architecture and
film could be used as a critical tool to describe and
narrate the specific conditions of the site in question.

Christian Norberg-Schulz never met his father, who
died falling through a window on February 2, 1926,
months before his child was to be born, on May 23rd
of that very year. Christian Wilhelm Norberg-Schulz
(1896–1926) was a chemist, working as a docent at
Norges tekniske høgskole (NTH), the Norwegian
Technical University in Trondheim. On that dark
February night, the 28-year-old chemist was working
at the university chemistry building when he went up
to the rooftop to fetch snow needed for an experiment. He carried a small glass bowl usually used for
this purpose, but he forgot his glasses. The chemist,
nearsighted, must have tripped in the dark over a
railing, falling through a glass construction and
crashing in the floor. No one witnessed the accident,
but some students working nearby heard the sharp
sound of glass shattering, and when they came
running, they found the chemist in a horrible state. He
was taken to St. Olav’s Hospital, but having fractured
his skull, the young and promising chemist died the
next morning leaving his pregnant wife Lalla behind.1
As a consequence, Christian Norberg-Schulz never
met his father. As an unborn child, he attended the
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“En trist ulykke ved Den tekniske
Høiskole”, in Aftenposten morgen,
February 3, 1926, and ”Ulykke paa
Høiskolen” in Dagsposten, February
3, 1926.
The first hymn is a Norwegian
translation of the German “Mein
G’müt ist mir verirret”(1601) by Paul
Gerhard. The second hymn’s title
translates to “When we once will
gather again”. “Docent NorbergSchulz begravelse” in Trondheim
adresseavis February 11, 1926.
Michel Chion The Voice of
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funeral of his father in his mother’s womb, from where
he listened to the string quartet playing Oscar Merikanto’s lullaby, and the assembly singing the hymns
“Velt alle dine veier” and “O tænk naar engang samles
skal”.2 As the coffin was lowered into the ground and
covered with soil, the chemist disappeared.
“The greatest Acousmêtre is God—and even further
back, for everyone of us, the Mother,”3 film theorist
Michel Chion writes in his seminal work Voix au
cinema [The Voice of Cinema] (1947), where he
discusses the concept of acousmêtre. This term,
according to Chion, is the definition of a sonic event
in cinema, where the source of that very sound remains
unknown, hidden and uncertain,4 just like the sounds
of a windowpane shattering, with no pane in sight.
Uncertainty marks the story about the death of
Norberg-Schulz’s father. There were no eyewitnesses
to the event; students only heard the glass shattering, and those students are long dead. The existing
sources reporting on the event are contradictory. The
chemist’s granddaughter, Elizabeth Norberg-Schulz,
says that the chemist was 29 years old when he died.5
On the other hand, online sources6 and a newspaper
article suggest he was only 28.7
Built in 1910 and designed by architect Bredo Greve,
the building where Norberg-Shulz’s father died was
called Chemistry (Kjemi) until the department moved
into a larger building designed by Pran and Torgersen
Architects between 1954–67. The building from 1910
was renamed as Gamle Kjemi, which means ‘old
chemistry’, and currently houses university administration. By doing some detective work when I visited
the building with caretaker Stig Pallesen, I discovered
that the glass construction mentioned above does
not exist in the current building. Plans of the building kept in the Trondheim City Archive depict the
changes undertaken in the intervening years: one of
the plans shows a feature in the roof of the building
from 1910 which could have certainly been a glass
construction, more specifically a skylight. [Fig. 2]
But these plans do not give any clear answer as to
whether the discussed glass construction was located
inside the building or was rather part of the roof.8 Our
closest guess for its location was a space above a staircase where we observed a new structure of plywood
that might have replaced previous glass. However, an
article from Dagsposten suggests that the chemist
fell into a lab,9 although there is no lab beneath the
plywood construction, only a staircase. And this
staircase has always been a staircase. Attempting to

Cinema,[1947] translated by Claudia
Gorbman (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1999) 27.
Chion The Voice of Cinema, 18.
Interview with Elizabeth NorbergSchulz, Rome, September 17, 2014.
Geni.com lists that Christian
Wilhelm Norberg-Schulz was born
November 28, 1897. This would
make him 28 years old when he
died February 3, 1926. “Christian
Wilhelm Norberg-Schuls“ Accessed
November 1, 2017. https://www.geni.
com/people/Christian-Norberg-
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”En trist ulykke ved Den tekniske
Høiskole” in Aftenposten morgen,
February 3, 1926.
Gamle Kjemi (1919), Box: PBE,
Gøshaugen, NTH, Tegninger fra
1905-1920. Trondheim City Archive
Gamle Kjemi (1908), Box: PBE,
Gløshaugen, NTH, Tegninger fra
1905-1920, Trondheim City Archive.
”Ulykke paa Høiskolen”in
Dagsposten February 3, 1926.
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Figure 02.

situate the accident in the current building, we found
ourselves making guesswork from fragmented pieces
of information.
“The past carries a secret index with it, by which it
is referred to its resurrection. Are we not touched
by the breath of air which was among that which
came before? Is there not an echo of those who have
silenced in the voices to which we lend our ears
today?”10 Walter Benjamin asks in his seminal essay
“Über den Begriff der Geschichte” [“Theses on the
Philosophy of History”] (1940). Here, Benjamin
addresses the problematics of history as a discipline
aimed at addressing a past that is long gone. Only
fragments remain, and it is up to the historian to
interpret and frame these: to attempt what we might
think of as a resurrection.
On February 2, 2016, I moved through the building
where the tragic accident had occurred; 90 years too
late, I listened for a windowpane shattering, and a
man falling to his death. It was perhaps as an attempt
to capture the echo of resurrected voices silenced by
history that I recorded the words and movements of
myself and my companions. We walked, explored,
discussed, and investigated the past incident by
looking at the architecture, the plans of the building,
and the newspaper articles together.
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Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the
Philosophy of History” [1940],
translated by Dennis Redmond,
2005. Accessed October 14, 2017.
https://www.marxists.org/reference/
archive/benjamin/1940/history.html
Rainer Maria Rilke, The Notebooks
of Malte Laurids Brigge [1910],
translated by Michael Huse (London:
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Although edited in post-production, our voices are
played back at the same speed as they were recorded. The visual imagery of the building, The Death
of the Chemist (2016), however, is not. The speed of
this footage is slower than the sound: 50% of normal
speed. The camera located on a tripod captures a
building that appears to stand still, almost, almost
a still image. But snow falls slowly from the trees
and people move past and into the building. The
conversation reveals clues as to where exactly we are
located. I ask Pallesen where we are; he answers that
we are at the center of the building, which draws the
viewer’s attention to that area of the façade. But the
viewer cannot be certain of where exactly we are.
Our movements through the building are not depicted visually with camera movements: instead the
clues from conversations locating us in the building
or into the floorplans—like when we speak about
being in room 164B—alongside the shifts occurring
in acoustics covey that we are moving through the
building’s hallways, staircases and rooms. From one
building to another, we move from the inside, to the
outside, to another inside.
The role of separating sound and image is one of
the central features of the architectural window.
When one is standing inside, one can look out, but
the windowpane muffles the sounds of the outside,

Penguin Random House UK, 2009) 1-2.
Lutz Koepnick, “The Aesthetic of the
Interface,” in Window|Interface, eds.
Lutz Koepnick and Sabine Eckmann,
15-49 (St. Louis, Mo.: Mildred Lane
Kemper Art Museum, 2007) 40.
Jane Rendell, Art and Architecture: A
Place Between (London: I.B. Tauris,
2006) 150.
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Rendell, Art and Architecture, 184.
Mary Ann Doane, “The Voice in the
Cinema: The Articulation of Body
and Space,” in Film Sound: Theory
and Practice, eds Elisabeth Weis and
John Belton, 162-176 (New York,
Chichester: Columbia University
Press, 1985).
Doane, “The Voice in the Cinema”, 162.
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making the sound of the interior more noticeable.
However, when the window is open, sounds from
outside are let inside to fill the space. This position of
the window as a threshold between inside and outside
fascinated the poet Rainer Maria Rilke, who describes
such a moment in his only novel Die Aufzeichnungen
des Malte Laurids Brigge [The Notebooks of Malte
Laurids Brigge] (1910). In the opening sequence, the
insomnia-ridden protagonist Malte is lying in the
dark with his window open. As the darkness muffles
his visual sense, all his attention is focused on the
auditory. From his bed, he notices the noise from the
streets: a screaming girl, a dog barking and a windowpane being shattered. At the same time, a sound also
comes from within the house. Or was it coming from
outside? Malte cannot tell for sure. As he lies there,
tossing and turning in the dark, the sounds from the
inside intermingle with those from the outside. No
longer able to distinguish interior from exterior, he
finally falls asleep by his window.11
A window can separate sound and image in the
same way that cinematic techniques can. Artist and
filmmaker Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle plays with these
ideas in his film Le Baiser [The Kiss] (2000), set
at Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s iconic Farnsworth
House (1945–51). The artist plays the role of the
window-washer, cleaning the large window panes of
the exterior. Inside, a woman DJ plays music. As Lutz
Koepnick comments:
Whereas the window washer, as he eagerly
restores the building’s emphasis on
breathtaking sight, appears caught up in
a logic of pure and public visibility the
dweller has chosen to dwell in an alternate
and solipsistic universe of private sound.12
Architect and feminist theorist Jane Rendell argues
that, “To focus on ‘listening’ as an aesthetic act allows
us to trace current interest in conversation and
dialogue in art theory back in time to feminist criticism.”13 Listening concerns the relationships between
subjects. When one speaks and one listens, one is
heard and the other listens. Hence, only one voice is
heard. Rendell draws attention to artist Janet Cardiff’s
The Missing Voice (Case study B) (1999), an audio
walk around Whitechapel in London. This sound
recording guides the audience around in the area,
telling stories about the site, the interior narrative
sometimes synchronized with the exterior, and sometimes not, “highlighting our existence in a world that
is simultaneously internal and external.”14
The viewer of The Death of the Chemist (2016)
might have difficulties in distinguishing the different
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Doane, “The Voice in the Cinema” 163.
Annette Kuhn and Guy Westwell,
“Essay Film,” in A Dictionary
of Film Studies (Oxford
University Press, 2012). Accessed
October 14, 2017. http://www.
oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/
acref/9780199587261.001.0001/
acref-9780199587261-e-0238.
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20.

spaces of recording, as the bodies of the speakers
are not visible during that 12-minute sequence. The
missing presence of bodies connected with speech
creates uncertainty for the viewer. As film and media
scholar Mary Anne Doane argues in “The Voice in the
Cinema: The Articulation of body and space” (1985),
a human voice is inevitably linked with a body.15 The
missing body is what Doane describes as a fantasmatic
body. This body acts as a point of identification for
the viewers, even without the speaking body being
visually present. The unity of sound and image
produces, according to Doane, a sense of accordance
and a point of identification.16 So the intentional
separation of sound and image could, on the contrary, be a form of critique. “Sound carries with it the
potential risk of exposing the material heterogeneity
of the medium; attempts to contain that risk surface
in the language of the ideology of organic unity,”17
she argues. The unity of sound and image suggests an
organic unity which has ideological consequences. A
physical and visual break between sound and image
could simultaneously work towards breaking the
organic unity presented to us by ideology.
Too much attention has been given to the verbal
when discussing the essay film: the Oxford Dictionary of Film highlights voice-over and a strong
authorial voice as defining features of the genre.18
Film theorist Laura Rascaroli is critical towards this
emphasis in her book How the Essay Film Thinks
(2017), where she moves away from what she calls
“vococentricm”, and focuses on the critical potential
of other cinematic building blocks – montage, temporality, and sound. She draws attention to scholars
who, following Chion’s writing on acousmêtre, have
tended to think of a voice-over as coming from an
extradiegetic space, a space that is outside that which
is seen on screen. A voice coming from such a ‘nonseen space’ can more easily take on an authoritarian
role, and even inhabit threatening features, such as
appearing didactic.19 Instead, Rascaroli suggests that
Gilles Deleuze’s concept of ‘sound images’ is more
relevant for understanding how the essay film thinks.
This concept no longer places sound outside of the
image, but instead within it. According to Deleuze,
a sound image “is born, in its very break, from its
break with the visual image”,20 which Rascaroli describes as a space in-between, rather than separated
from each other. In this in-between space, something
new can appear, she argues. Rascaroli also focuses
on dissociation and dissonances occurring between
sound and image, and argues that these have the
“power to produce meaning that can contradict as
well as complete verbal intelligence, contributing to
the politics of the essay film a practice that unsettles
the paradigm.”21

Laura Rascaroli, How the Essay Film
Thinks (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2017) 116.
Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: the
time image [1985], translated
by Hugh Tomlinson and Robert
Galeta (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1989). Quoted in
Laura Rascaroli, How the Essay Film
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Thinks (Oxford: Oxford University
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The making of essay films could be a way to unsettle the paradigm, and offer critique. According
to Rendell, engaging with sites through creative
practice in a critical way can be a way to destabilize
historical meanings.22 When critical spatial practices
bring new elements in a site—as during a site-visit
or installation—the approach can “draw attention
to repressed aspects of the site and its history,
bringing the what-has-been into direct relationship
with the now, and inviting the viewer to take part in
the making of a dialectical construction.”23 Rendell’s
methodology of ‘site-writing’ offers a framework
for artists and academics to engage with sites and
history in a critical way.
This theoretical framework constitutes a main
pillar in my approach to filmmaking and in the
making of essay films. Through being-there, I
situate myself within the fabric of the building and
speak to the listening viewer. As an architectural
historian and filmmaker, I try to visually piece together a history, but my version is full of holes and
gaps. Through the use of cinematic measures—the
slowed-down footage and the separated and edited
soundtrack, I create a sense of movement through
the building. Simultaneously, the film juxtaposes
the visual imagery of the current building with my
queries as an architectural historian when trying
to find out where the accident once happened,
without attempting to arrive at a final conclusion.
Historian Keith Jenkins argues in Re-thinking
History (1991):
we have to understand that the past and
history are not stitched into each other
such that one and only one reading of any
phenomenon is entailed, that the same
object of enquiry is capable of being read
differently by different discourses, whilst,
integral to each, there are different readings
over space and time.24
Here, Jenkins sees what he considers to be past and
history, as being separated. The past is gone, he
argues, and history is the way we make sense of that
past. As such, different people create different histories, and that one might not be ‘closer’ to the past than
the other. Instead of suggesting there is one history,
there are multiple. In his post-modern histography,
the self is constructed from a series of fragments.
Jenkins’ solutions for these problems that arise when
writing history, is to approach the matter through a
post-modern mindset, one that is marked by “positive

22.
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Rendell, Art and Architecture, 143.
Rendell, Art and Architecture, 143.
Keith Jenkins, Re-Thinking History
(London: Routledge, 1991) 10.
Jenkins, Re-Thinking History, 68.
Jenkins, Re-Thinking History, 69.
”Ulykke paa Høiskolen” Dagsposten,
3 February 1926.
Joseph Perricone “. . . and the Ship
Sails on: A Reviewing of Fellini,”
in Literature/Film Quarterly 15: 2
(1987) 78-84, 79.
“Standing-Room Crowd Attends

30.

reflexive skepticism”.’25 What he understands as
postmodern historiography is as follows:
In any case, the aim here has been to help
you to be reflexive; to develop a
self-conscious reflexivity not only of the
questions one asks and the answers one
accepts, but why one asks and answers in
the way one does and no other; further, of
what such processes signify in terms of
one’s position.26
He urges historians to acknowledge that the past
is gone and that any history that is to be written is
biased, determined by the position of the historian.
Historians should, therefore, approach the issue with
skepticism, and allow themselves to reflect on their
position, considering which ideologies are at play
when deciding what knowledge is and what methods
to use.
Engaging with fragments could be a critical tool,
and the way I play with fragments, as well as the
separation of sound and image in The Death of
the Chemist, offers a way to critically engage with
uncertainties and gaps, between the past and the
history I write. Even the reporters writing in 1926
did not have all the details regarding the death of
the chemist and had to negotiate uncertainties and
gaps in the information. The account from Dagsposten shifts throughout the relatively short text.
From reporting that the reasons for the chemist
being in the attic were uncertain in one paragraph,
the very next goes on to suggest that he had been
there to collect snow due to the glass bowl found on
the scene.27 The reporter’s lack of precision reads as
an example of the precarious work of the reporter.
Orlando is the name of the reporter in filmmaker
Federico Fellini’s E la Nave va […And the Ship Sails
on] (1983), a film that revolves around a cruise ship
in 1914 set out to celebrate the death of a famous
opera singer. The reporter, Orlando, is there to
cover the voyage in the Adriatic Sea to scatter the
opera singer’s ashes on Erimo, the island where she
was born. Depicting internal intrigues between the
passengers and their lives onboard, their journey
is interrupted as they pick a group of Serbian refugees, eventually leading to the sinking of the ship
and coinciding with the breakout of World War 1.
Orlando in … And the Ship Sails On is a
reporter whose main task is to record what

Fellini Funeral,” in The New York
Times. November 4, 1993. Accesse
May 1, 2016. http://www.nytimes.
com/1993/11/04/arts/standingroom-crowd-attends-fellini-funeral.
html
‘II me semblait avoir besoin de
forces qui puissent avoir l’air,
avec vraisemblance, de celles de
personnes qui n’existent plus,
disparues dans le temps...’ Author’s
translation of Gérard Blanchard,
“Images de la musique de cinema”,

31.

in Communication et langages, No
60 : 2 (1984) 66-76, 73.
‘Tout le film de Fellini apparaît
comme un film de mémoire, le film
du souvenir, le film « rétro » par
excellence : hommage au cinéma
muet. Les premières minutes du
film sont d’ailleurs muettes. Un quai
du port de Naples est reconstitué à
Rome, dans une ancienne usine de
pâtes désaffectée. Le silence est le
lieu mythique des premières images
de cinema.’ Author’s translation of
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occurs, undaunted by his own puzzling
question as to what exactly it is that he must
report. Perhaps his portrayal reflects
Fellini’s own query concerning what must
be filmed: events occur, and there is an
observer who ought to record them, and
that should suffice.28
As film scholar Joseph Perricone outlines above,
Fellini’s queries as a filmmaker are reflected in the
reporter’s attitude, struggling to tackle the subjects
and events at hand. Life makes its way into the film.
Fellini addresses themes of death and loss through a
final goodbye to a celebrated singer, but also marks
the passing of his friend and yearlong collaborator
composer Giovanni “Nino” Rota (1911–1979). Rota
had composed the music to many of Fellini’s films,
including 8 1/2 (1963), Juliet of the Spirits (1965)
and Amarcord (1973). Theirs was a close friendship,
Rota’s music even being played in Fellini’s funeral in
1993.29 As Perricone suggests, the reality of Fellini’s
life, his grief, and experience of losing a close friend,
is expressed in his filmmaking. According to film
scholar Gérard Blanchard, this is a film about people
who no longer exist, who have disappeared in time.30
He writes:
Fellini’s entire film is a film about memory.
It is a souvenir, retro-film par excellence:
a homage to silent [mute] cinema. The first
minutes of the film are silent. A port in
Naples that had been reconstructed in
Rome in a former pulp mill. The silence is
the place of mystique, which was the first
images which were to become cinema.31
Not only do people disappear in time, but cinematic
techniques as well. On October 6, 1927—the year
after the chemist fell to his death in Trondheim—
The Jazz Singer (1927) premiered in New York.
According to Chion, this “marked the moment when
the entire previous cinema was retrospectively
declared silent.”32 New advances in technology
allowed sound to be recorded and played synchronized with what was being seen on screen. The Jazz
Singer (1927) was the very first feature-length film
with a soundtrack, bringing with it a wide range of
opportunities for filmmakers. However, the prospects of sound film upset many of the film theorists
of the era. Concerned with defining the unique
qualities of the cinema, distinguished from literature, theatre, or other art forms, many theorists
suggested that the unique traits of cinema lay in the

32.
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Blanchard, “Images de la musique de
cinema,” 75.
Chion, The Voice of cinema, 6
. Elizabeth Weiss and John Belton,
Film Sound: Theory and Practice
(New York, Chichester: Columbia
University Press, 1985) 3-4.
Grigori Alexandrov, Sergei
Eisenstein and Vesevolod Pudovkin,
“Statement of Sound” [1928] in Film
Sound: Theory and Practice, eds.
Elizabeth Weiss and John Belton, 8385 (New York, Chichester: Columbia

35.
36.

37.

image, and how these images were arranged and
constructed.33 Soviet filmmaker and theorist Sergei
Eisenstein was one of the theorists concerned about
what would happen with the unique qualities of
cinema when sound, speech, and dialogue entered
the art form.
In August 1928—when baby Christian Norberg-Schulz had turned two years old—Eisenstein
published the article “Statement on Sound” in the
Leningrad Magazine with his colleagues Vsevolod
Pudovkin and Grigori Alexandrov. They were
worried about how sound would ruin the effect of
visual montage and lead to commercial exploitation, only ‘satisfying simple curiosity’.34 A way to
avoid sound ruining this effect but instead enrichen
the expression, these theorists suggested, could
occur through the use of contrapuntal sound, where
the sound does not match the image. Written in
capital letters the theorists claimed:
“THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL WORK
WITH SOUND MUST BE DIRECTED
ALONG THE LINES OF ITS DISTINCT
NONSYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE
VISUAL IMAGES.”35
With this strong encouragement, the theorists
proposed an approach to sound in film in order to
continuing producing a similar effect to that of the
juxtaposition of images in montage. A year later,
Pudovkin wrote another article suggesting that
asynchronous sound meant revealing complexity
within the work.36 In this way, sound was not a threat
to the autonomy of cinema, but instead offered a
new richness to the medium.
“Statement of Sound” was published on September
2, 1929—by this time Norberg-Schulz had turned
three—, the same year that the first sound film The
Singing Fool (1929) screened in Norway at Eldorado
Kino.37 And in Norway, the sound film brought with
it a linguistic discussion. Whereas internationally
produced silent films could easily be distributed in
Norway with a simple translation of the intertitles,
the sound film was more challenging to translate.
With a population of less than 3,000,000, making
films specifically for the Norwegian language would
be expensive compared to the much larger English
or German markets. Alongside other smaller nations,
such as the Netherlands and Greece, Norway and
the other Nordic countries decided to translate films
through subtitle rather than dubbing.38

University Press, 1985) 83.
Alexandrov, Eisenstein and Pudovkin,
“Statement of Sound”, 84.
Vesevolod Pudovkin, “Asyncronism
as a Principle of Sound Film,” in Film
Sound: Theory and Practice, eds.
Elizabeth Weiss and John Belton, 8691 (New York, Chichester: Columbia
University Press, 1985).
Øivind Hanche, Gunnar Iversen and
Nils Klevjer Aas, Bedre enn sitt rykte:
En liten norsk filmhistorie, 2. ed
(Oslo: Norsk Filminstitutt, 2004) 23.
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Film (New York: Pallgrave McMillan,
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19:6, (1983): 2-6. Accessed October
16, 2017.
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The Death of the Chemist (2016) is recorded in
the Norwegian language. The Norwegian-speaking
audience can listen to what is being said, while
their eyes rest on the slow footage of the building.
The non-Norwegian speaker has a different experience. Whereas she can listen to the voices and
change in acoustics and take note visually of how
images shift, the precise content of the discussions
and conversations is lost. I have therefore made
two versions of the film: one, the original, in
Norwegian and another, identical, except for the
inclusion of English subtitles. In the Norwegian
version, viewers can let their eyes wander across
the screen while listening to the dialogue. In the
English version, viewers would be preoccupied
with the subtitle, allowing less attention to the
visual image. With the subtitle, a new space on
screen is created: a thin, transparent pane where
text appears, disappears and crawls. With English
subtitles, the spoken words become like writing on
a windowpane.
Subtitling and translating would not have been
a concern—or offered the spatial potential of
functioning as leaf-thin writing on windowpane—if
the film had been filmed within the Italian studio
tradition. Here sound was recorded separately
and synchronized in post-production, and so films
were easily dubbed. Fellini worked within this
system. Whereas the first scenes of …And the Ship
Sails On (1983) were dedicated to the long-lost era
of silent film, the rest of the film made an homage
to sound as recorded and produced in Italian
cinema. Fellini gathered 126 actors and singers
from the English and Italian scene to partake in the
film, constituting an elaborate example of sound
and image synchronized in post-production, but
not always perfectly executed, as film scholar
Harlan Kennedy points out:
Speaking in a helter-skelter, post-synched
Italian. There are nasty hiccups in the
pacing, and the sea battle at the end with
a passing warship is a jack-in-the-box
fortissimo, accompanied by much
“Guerra!”- ing from Aida, that seems to
have erupted from another film.39

41.
42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

Interview with Anna Maria NorbergSchulz, Oslo, September 8, 2014.
Interview with Anna Maria
Norberg-Schulz, Oslo, September
8, 2014.43Interview with Elizabeth
Norberg-Schulz, Rome, September
17, 2014.
44 Christian NorbergSchulz,”Frossen Musikk,” in Øye
og hånd: Essays og artikler, (Oslo:
Gyldendal Norsk Forlag, 1997),
40–8.
45 Léa-Catherine Szacka, Exhibiting
the Postmodern: The 1980 Venice
Architecture Biennale (Venice:
Marsilio Editori, 2016) 120.
46 Christian Norberg-Schulz,
Nightlands: Nordic Building
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1997)
10, 44.
47 Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius

47.

48.

As if erupting from another film, some of the actors
and actresses on screen are not the sources of the
voices heard in the film. The character Ines Ruffo
Saltino, a jealous opera singer eager to uncover the
secrets behind the fantastic voice of the deceased
Edmea Tetua, is played by Linda Polan, but the
singer’s voice is that of Elizabeth Norberg-Schulz.
Having grown up in Oslo, Elizabeth Norberg-Schulz
moved to Rome in 1973, at only 15 years old. A
year later she was accepted to the Santa-Cecilia
conservatory, first as a pianist graduating in 1978,
and later as a soprano graduating in 1982. Followed
by studies in Zürich, her breakthrough as a soprano
took place at the Spoleto “Sperimentale” in 1986.
From 1990–2000 she held a position at the Wien
Staatsoper. Here, her 1992 performance as Alida in
Gaetano Donizetti’s opera L’elixir d’amore, starring
alongside the Italian tenor Luciano Pavarotti, stands
as the highlight of her career.40
The soprano shared her musical talent with her
father. Before pursuing a career in architecture,
Norberg-Schulz considered a career in music. In
fact, music played great importance throughout his
life. The house at Planetveien 14 (1954–52), designed
in collaboration with architect Arne Korsmo, where
he moved as newlywed in 1955, accommodated a
grand piano. His wife Anna Maria Norberg-Schulz
describes her husband as a talented pianist.41 She
recalls how they often invited musician-friends with
whom her husband would play.42 And Elizabeth
Norberg-Schulz recalls how her father would write
and “listen to music all the time.”43
Music made its way into his writing, most evidently
in the article “Frossen musikk”44 [“Frozen Music”]
(1996), which he dedicated to his daughter. His
exhibition design for the 1980 Venice Biennale
in Architecture, consisting of a large panorama,
displays the history of architecture as photographs
located at different heights, resembling the notes
on a five-line staff musical notation.45 Nightlands:
Nordic Building (1997) links the architecture of the
Nordic region with music from those very countries.
To Norberg-Schulz, the music of Jean Sibelius runs
in tune with the landscape and building styles of

Loci: Towards a Phenomenology
of Architecture (London: Academy
Editions, 1980) 21.
48 ‘Opplevelsen på toget lærte meg
at det vi er, er det vi er blitt kjent
med fra barnsbena. Vi Nordmenn
er den tette skogen og den myke
skogbunnen. Derfor skifter alltid
folkearkitekturen uttrykk, selvom
fuksjonen er den samme. For det å
bo betyr å respektere omgivelsene.
En kan ikke bo i Norge uten å
være venner med sneen. Uten å
like å gå på ski, eller like lyden av
snøen som knirker under føttene.’
My translation, Livet finner sted,
Sven Erik Helgesen, 1992. 10:3811:19. https://tv.nrk.no/program/
FKUR30002291
49 Mari Hvattum, ”Genius Historie”,
in An Eye for Place: Christian

49.

50.

Norberg-Schulz: Architect, Historian
and Editor, ed. Gro Lauvland,
Mari Hvattum and Karl Otto
Ellefsen, 108-115 (Oslo: Akademisk
Publisering, 2009) 108.
50 ‘Nordens lys, rom, ting og
menneske’, My translation. Christian
Norberg-Schulz. “NRK Skisse
til disposisjon” [”NRK sketch for
disposition”], September 29, 1990.
Box: Korrespondanse, klipp og annet
diverse. The National Museum of
Art, Architecture and Design, Oslo.
Christian Norberg-Schulz. “NRK
Skisse til disposisjon” [”NRK sketch
for disposition”], September 29,
1990. Box: Korrespondanse, klipp
og annet diverse. The National
Museum of Art, Architecture and
Design, Oslo.
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Finland.46 In Genius Loci: Towards A Phenomenology of Architecture (1980) a Norwegian spirit of the
place is described through the sound deriving from
walking on snow: “Nordic man has to be friend with
fog, ice, and cold winds; he has to enjoy the creaking
sound of snow under the feet when he walks around,
he has to experience the poetic value of being
immersed in fog.”47 A similar statement occurs in
the TV documentary Livet finner sted (1992): “One
cannot live in Norway without being friends with the
snow, without enjoying skiing, or liking the sound of
snow squeaking under one’s feet.”48
Music—and sound—played an integral part in
the life and work of Norberg-Schulz. His lecturing style was further affected by his musicality.
Architectural historian Mari Hvattum, who heard
him lecturing many times, describes his style as
unforgettable. She refers to how he would give,
with a nasal voice, strong emphasis to certain
words, stressing this emphasis with his whole
body through the use of gestures. His extensive
use of inverted commas and italics in his writing,
Hvattum argues, recreates the way he spoke and
lectured: rhythmic and accentuated.49
When Norberg-Schulz agreed to be involved in the
TV documentary Livet finner sted (1992), he finally
did have the chance to convey his lecturing style
and interest in music. His correspondences, notes,
and sketches for the documentary are stored in his
archive. I found there a note titled “NRK Skisse til
disposisjon” [“NRK Sketch for disposition”] dated
September 28, 1990, of particular interest. The note
provides an overview of the film’s structure with
key themes, duration, order, and soundtrack. In this
note, Norberg-Schulz gives no attention to framing,
camera work, montage, or editing. However, he did
seem to have an opinion when it came to music.
Probably added to the note later, with a red pen,
Norberg-Schulz suggested that music could be
added as a soundtrack to the different sections and
places covered in the film. In the section of the film
which would be dedicated to Italy, he suggested
La serenata and Bel Canto for music. For another
sequence, which would discuss “Nordic light, space,
things and people,”50 he first suggested an organ
piece by Bach, or a Lied by Schumann. Later he
crossed this out, and instead suggested music played
with the traditional Norwegian folk instrument,
the hardingfidle.51 The shift is interesting. As Norberg-Schulz appears to suggest that certain music
corresponds with certain places—and with this its
spirit—it appears that he changed his mind when
thinking about Bach and Schumann being in tune
with Nordic genius loci. By pairing hardingfidle
music with footage from Norwegian rural areas he is
making an evident link between traditional architecture and traditional music.
When Norberg-Schulz applied his thinking to a
TV documentary and added sound to it, he did so
in a ‘unified’ way. In his writing and notes, specific
sounds, instruments and music are linked with
specific places. I read this as a claim that place as a
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concept is a synchronized whole, where also sound
and music is attuned and in accord with the spirit
of the place. Norberg-Schulz’s approach to filmmaking is radically different from my approach as
a filmmaker, which reflects our different attitudes
to place and the experience thereof. In my work
sound and image remains separated. I consider
The Death of the Chemist to unsettle the paradigm of architectural history, underscoring the
uncertainty included when approaching a building,
a site, a set of drawings and archival material. I
play with ideas of mobility through a building,
conveyed to the viewer through the soundtrack,
whereas the visual imagery is notably still: 50%
its normal speed. The bodies of the speaking
subjects ar finally move into the frame. But that
never happens. When I decide to separate sound
and image in my film, I do so as a critical tool. By
underscoring contradiction, uncertainty, fissure
and interstice in my experience of place and my
work as an architectural historian, and as such, I
form a critique of phenomenology.
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